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Acronym

Title

API

Application Programming Interface

UI

User Interface
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Continuous integration
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Executive Summary
Although D6.2.2 represents a prototype deliverable, we accompany the final REVEAL platform with
this document that describes the procedures followed for completing the deployment of the REVEAL
platform including mature modules from the research components. This will be used for developing
the second versions of the two pilot applications, News and Enterprise.
The REVEAL integrated platform is deployed in a distributed mode on a large number of servers in
the premises of the integrator (ATC). We accompany its delivery with this report which acts as a
reference describing the main components of the prototype explaining where these are installed.
Furthermore we briefly document the methods for communicating data between all system modules,
along with the final versions of the prototype.
Minor modifications may continue in the platform following change requests originating from the
development of the pilot applications and the user evaluation process, as well as through technical
evaluation.
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1 Introduction
In the previous deliverable D6.2.1, the first prototype of the platform was described, which mainly
involved the specified Software Development Kit (SDK) and methods for communicating data
between all system modules. The first versions of the storage repositories were also presented in
D6.2.1. After having developed the initial prototype integrating the available modules, we then
proceeded to finalise the integrated platform to be used further for the development of the two pilot
applications. This deliverable is an updated version of the previous deliverable D6.2.1 and is
structured in the following way:






Section 2 explains the updated approach followed in the architecture of the REVEAL
platform based on microservices.
Section 3 describes the interaction between the various modules of the system for both the
News and Enterprise applications.
Section 4 maps the modules installed on the physical topology of the deployed servers.
Section 5 describes the key components shared between most modules.
Section 6 provides the tools used for continuous integration.
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2 Microservices Architecture
Although the initial approach was to maintain a layered architecture based on SOA principles, it
turned out that this could not fulfill all the requirements of the system due to the heterogeneous
nature and the complexity of the various modules which could not follow a common design pattern.
Taking into account the complexity and the different technologies of the various modules of the
system, we have decided to move towards a recently new paradigm of architectural design, the
Microservices Architecture. As seen in the following trend line, this architectural model has made its
appearance at some point before 2015 and it is continuously gaining popularity so far.

Figure 1: Microservices Popularity

According to this design, the various complex applications are composed of small, independent
processes communicating with each other using language-agnostic APIs. These services are small,
highly decoupled and focus on doing a small task, facilitating a modular approach to system-building.
The benefits of this architectural style are mainly the following:
•

New team members can quickly become productive

•

The application is easy to understand and modify

•

Continuous deployment of the application can be adapted easily

•

We can easily run multiple copies of the application (or parts of the application) on multiple
machines in order to satisfy scalability and availability requirements

•

We can take advantage of emerging technologies (frameworks, programming languages
etc.)
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Figure 2: Microservices vs Monolithic

In this design, the system consists of several microservices, which communicate using either
synchronous protocols such as HTTP/REST or asynchronous protocols such as AMQP. These
services are developed and deployed independently of each other. Microservices architecture puts
each element of functionality into a separate service, and scales up by distributing these services
across servers, replicating as needed.
Each service has its own database in order to be decoupled from other services. When necessary,
consistency between databases is maintained using either database replication mechanisms or
application-level events. In the previous diagram, the difference between a monolithic system and a
microservices-based system is depicted.
The philosophy of microservices architecture is based on the assumption that we have several smart
endpoints and intermediate pipes used for the communication between the services. In our case, the
intermediate pipes (which do not need to show any intelligence rather than receiving messages and
pushing them in the queue) are implemented with RabbitMQ message broker.

2.1

Microservices with Docker

The implementation of microservices architecture has been based on Docker. All module owners
have provided their modules as Docker images. The delivered images are then deployed by the
integration team and executed as Docker containers with the necessary configuration. This has
facilitated the integration by allowing replication of each module (with the hosting environment,
dependencies, DBs etc.) in the production server, exactly as in the development server where it has
been fully tested.
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3 Module Interaction
3.1

News Application

The following diagram describes the interaction between the various modules of the system for the
News Application. For the sake of simplicity some of the modules are missing from the diagram.
However, this will not affect the overall approach, which distinguishes the offline batch processing
modules from the real-time storm topologies. Therefore, based on the type of the module, the
interaction with the rest of the system will be defined similarly to the rest of the modules of the same
group.

Figure 3: Modules and Interactions (News Application)

Initially, the user sends through the News UI an HTTP request indicating that a new assessment has
started. This request is redirected to the orchestrator that starts all the storm topologies and in
parallel it sends a notification to RabbitMQ in order to trigger periodically the offline (batch
processing modules). From this moment, all the crawled content is being pushed into RabbitMQ and
is also stored in mongodb for permanent storage and analysis.
The offline processing modules are executed by the local orchestrator client, which listens to the
notifications of RabbitMQ. Therefore, the central orchestrator centrally controls all offline modules.
The offline modules get their input and write their output on mongodb.
The Apache Storm modules communicate with each other through the RabbitMQ message broker by
listening and publishing their output to specific queues. They all start listening once a new
assessment is triggered and they do not stop unless the assessment is over.
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A third category of modules is the real-time non-Storm, which are executed as Java threads by the
central orchestrator (e.g. sentiment analysis). These are handled as Java dependencies and are
executed in the same JVM as the orchestrator. Their methods are executed for every item (facebook
post, tweet etc.) arriving in mongodb by the crawling process.
A separate thread starts in parallel with the Social Media Client Framework (crawler) dealing with the
crawling and indexing of the multimedia items of an assessment.
Finally, several web servers (e.g. Apache HTTP server and Tomcat Web Server) are serving the
various web user interfaces and they are exposing the output of specific modules as RESTful web
services.

3.2

Enterprise Application

The diagram below shows the interaction between the modules of the Enterprise Application. For
keeping it simple, we have removed all the duplicated modules and workflows from the News
Application. The extended workflow can be explained as follows:

Figure 4: Modules and Interactions (Enterprise Application)

As seen in this diagram, the exchange of data between modules takes place through a common
mongodb repository. Similarly to the News Application, the end-user can start a Stream by sending a
request from the Web Interface. The backend of the system will capture the request and trigger the
analysis and filtering of the collected ARIS community data. The ARIS community data is collected
periodically by means of polling an external API provided by SAG, which allows us to retrieve all the
updated content with specific queries (e.g. by datetime). The collected content is subsequently
stored on a common mongodb collection.
Eventually, when the analysis and filtering is performed based on the Stream query, all the nonrelevant content is removed and only the relevant subset is maintained. This subset is then
processed and enriched with the output of the analysis. If the output of a module is referring to the
whole stream instead of a single item, this is stored in a different mongodb collection and is also
exposed through web services to the User Interface for visualization.
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4 Physical Deployment
4.1

Hardware infrastructure

The following diagram depicts the topology of the REVEAL hardware infrastructure as it has been set
up inside ATC private network. The blue colored modules are the ones acquired for REVEAL
purposes. The diagram shows how the three main servers have been split in Virtual Machines (VM).
It is important to highlight that based on the needs of the system, the Virtual Machines can be split
differently or could be discarded, allowing different allocation of resources (CPU, HD, RAM) to all the
rest of the VMs.

Figure 5: REVEAL hardware infrastructure

4.2

Distribution of REVEAL modules on the physical topology

The table that follows contains the listing of the REVEAL modules installed and their mapping on the
physical topology of the servers hosting them. Some of the modules have been deployed on the
Docker platform inside the servers constituting thus the logical topology of the whole architecture.
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Table 1: Distribution of REVEAL modules on the servers

Reveal.atc.gr
(Orchestration
and real time
Processing)

Social1.atc.gr
(Mongodb)


Social2.atc.gr
(batch
processing)


MongoDB










Orchestrator
central
Stylometry
Linguistic
analysis (NER)
Relation
discovery
Sentiment
analysis
News UI
Enterprise UI






Community
Evolution
Prediction
Community
Tracking
Community
Alignment

Orchestrator
controller
Influence
(NCSR)








Storm-3.atc.gr
(ITINNO Storm
1)

Storm-2.atc.gr


Storm-1.atc.gr
(Ukob Storm 1)










Orchestrator
controller
OpenStreetMap
database
ZookeeperNimbusController
Storm
Supervisor
Geospatial
context
extraction (pre) processing
Situation
assessment
framework
Trust and
credibility
Model

Storm-4.atc.gr
(ITINNO Storm
2)
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Orchestrator
controller
Storm
Supervisor
OpenStreetMap
database
Geospatial
context
extraction (pre-)
processing
Situation
assessment
framework
Trust and
credibility Model

Topical Context
Model
Role Analysis
Trust and
Credibility Model
(low level)
Geospatial topic
model
Focused
Geospatial
Exploration
Social context
model
Semantic
Context Model

Storm-5.atc.gr
(ITINNO Storm
3)








Orchestrator
controller
Storm
Supervisor
OpenStreetMap
database
Geospatial
context
extraction (pre-)
processing
Situation
assessment
framework
Trust and
credibility Model
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Storm-6.atc.gr
(ITINNO Storm 4)







Orchestrator
controller
Storm Supervisor
OpenStreetMap
database
Geospatial
context extraction
(pre-) processing
Situation
assessment
framework
Trust and
credibility Model

Storm-7.atc.gr
(M/M Crawling
and
Processing)








Storm-10.atc.gr
1

Web Crawler
Multimedia
indexing
Multimedia
similarity
retriever
Multimedia
concept
detector
Multimedia
Manipulation
Detector
Multimedia
summariser
Multimedia
social context
builder and
modality
extractor






Orchestrator
controller
Community
Ranking

Social Media
Client
Framework
RabbitMQ
broker
mq2mongo








Squall-1.atc.gr


Storm-9.atc.gr
(Ukob Storm 2)






Removed

Storm-8.atc.gr
(crawler and
RabbitMQ)

Squall-2.atc.gr


Decision
Support
Visualisation

Squall-3.atc.gr





Squall-4.atc.gr
(batch processing)




1

Orchestrator
controller
Source finding
Influence
(ΝΟΚΙΑ)

Squall-5.atc.gr
(batch
processing)

Squall-6.atc.gr
(CERTH Storm)



Orchestrator
controller
User network
profile classifier

Orchestrator
controller
(Multi-partite
community
detection)
Complex Event
Recognition
Fake Post
Detector
Squall-7.atc.gr
Removed




Topical Context
Model
Role Analysis
Trust and
Credibility Model
(low level)
Geospatial topic
model
Focused
Geospatial
Exploration
Social context
model
Semantic
Context Model



Orchestrator
controller
Multimedia
geolocator

Removed in the second version of the platform
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5 Key component endpoints
The following components have been identified as key components in the sense that they are shared
between most of the REVEAL modules. They are important for integrating the various REVEAL
modules together by assuring the smooth flow of the data as well as the efficient indexing and
storing of data in the various databases/repositories.

5.1

Mongo

MongoDB is a powerful NoSQL object that will act as the permanent archive for the crawled objects.
This for the moment hosts one collection for storing the WP2 Twitter REST API crawler
(TwitterRestUsersDB) and several dynamically created collections based on ITINNO crawler. The
idea is that for every object inserted into RabbitMQ, a new collection with the assessment id will be
created populated with the mirrored content of RabbitMQ. The contained data is subsequently going
to be used by the offline analysis modules for the batch processing. In some cases, mongodb is
going to be used also as intermediate buffer, keeping the various temporary collections with the
enriched metadata of each analyzed item. We have installed mongodb at social1.atc.gr and its
admin console is found at: http://social1.atc.gr:27017/.

5.2

Apache Solr

Apache Solr is going to be considered as a central repository, which is going to be used for the fulltext-search purposes of the user interface. The various modules (mainly) of WP3 are going to feed
content into it. The current installation is inside social2.atc.gr (v.4.7.2) and it is listening on port 80.
The user management UI is found at: http://social2.atc.gr/solr/#/
We expect feedback by the various WP owners to create the collections needed together with the
schema of each.

5.3

RabbitMQ

RabbitMQ is the message broker, which is going to be used for the communication of the near-real
time modules of the storm topologies. Inside the topology it will play the role of a spout. It will play
the role of buffer for the ITINNO crawler pushing items inside it.
The version installed is 3.4.0 and it is hosted on reveal server (reveal.atc.gr) in the container
“ITINNO crawler”. We have enabled the RabbitMQ Management Console, accessible at:
http://reveal.atc.gr:42225/
This URL endpoint corresponds to the RabbitMQ message bus, the management console of
RabbitMQ broker is running at: http://reveal.atc.gr:42224/ , as shown in Figure 6: RabbitMQ management
console.
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Figure 6: RabbitMQ management console

The main exchange where the modules register their queues at in order to consume the items is
named “twitter-content”, as shown in Figure 7: .

Figure 7: RabbitMQ exchange for sharing items across modules and across WPs
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6 Continuous Integration
The integration approach with Docker is described in detail inside D6.1.2. We have installed Docker
platform v.1.3 at reveal.atc.gr server and we have released the necessary guidelines (documented in
D6.1.2) to the Reveal Development Community.
The Continuous Integration Workflow followed is described in detail in D6.1.2. A brief reference to
the tools with any updates is provided in this section


2

Jenkins : Jenkins is an open source tool for CI processes. It monitors the execution of
repeated jobs, such as building a software project, focusing on building and testing software
projects continuously and providing an easy-to-use so-called continuous integration system,
making it easier for developers to integrate changes to the project, and making it easier for
users to obtain a fresh build. The automated, continuous build increases the productivity.
Jenkins can, also, monitor the execution of externally-run jobs, such as cron jobs and
procmail jobs, even those that are run on a remote machine. It is hosted at:
http://adrastea.atc.gr:8080/view/Reveal/ and is password protected.

Figure 8: Jenkins UI



Apache Maven : Apache Maven is a software project management and comprehension
tool. Based on the concept of a Project Object Model (POM), Maven can manage a project's
build, reporting and documentation from a central piece of information. It is important that all
modules stay compatible with maven rules, sharing the same .pom file. In this way, the
integration will be easily controlled through maven and moreover, the project will be
independent of an IDE; as a maven project can be opened in Eclipse, Netbeans, IDEA etc.



Redmine : A flexible project management open source web application for issue tracking
and ticketing. The public REVEAL Redmine instance (v.2.1.2.stable.10669) is hosted at:
http://prometheus.atc.gr/projects/reveal/issues

3

4

2

http://jenkins-ci.org/

3

http://maven.apache.org/

4

http://www.redmine.org/
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5

Gitlab : A software versioning and a revision control system distributed under a free license.
We have installed v.7.2.1 of Gitlab at a dedicated server: gitlab.atc.gr. We have also
purchased and installed a signed certificate in order to secure the communication and avoid
any malicious actions against it. The gitlab web interface is exposed at: https://gitlab.atc.gr/
and the REVEAL central repository is at: https://gitlab.atc.gr/groups/reveal and is password
protected, accessible only by members of REVEAL community.

Figure 9: REVEAL projects in Gitlab





6

SonarQube : SonarQube is an open source software quality platform. Sonar uses various
static code analysis tools such as Checkstyle, FindBugs, Clover to extract software metrics,
which then can be used to improve software quality. Version 4.5.1 of SonarQube is installed
at: http://adrastea.atc.gr:9000/dashboard
7
Sonatype Nexus : Nexus is an advanced repository management tool for controlling all the
build and third party dependencies of a project. It can be used among a team of developers
for
sharing
common
libraries.
We
have
installed
nexus
sonatype
at:
http://prometheus.atc.gr:8080/nexus/

For security purposes it is password protected and can be accessed only by REVEAL members. The
reveal release repo is found at:
http://prometheus.atc.gr:8080/nexus/content/repositories/releases/eu/reveal/

5

6

7

https://subversion.apache.org/
http://www.sonarqube.org/
http://www.sonatype.org/nexus/
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7 Conclusions
This deliverable provided a description to all parts of the REVEAL integrated framework, which
connects all software modules under a common orchestration. It described the workflow for the
integration of the final REVEAL prototype. The mature modules from the research components,
initially identified in the previous deliverable D6.2.1 and updated throughout the project, were
integrated under this phase.
The infrastructure for hosting the platform was described in detail, along with the final architecture
components and the interaction of the modules for the implementation of the second versions of the
two pilot applications.
This deliverable provided the complete description of the final prototype including mature modules
from all research components. However, minor modifications may still continue in the platform
following change requests originating from the development of the pilot applications and the user
evaluation process, as well as through technical evaluation.
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8 APPENDIX: REVEAL modules vs modalities

M6

Decision support
visualisation

M7

Sentiment analysis

M8

Community ranking

M9

Fake post detector

M10

Multimedia
summariser

M11
M12
M13
M14

Multimedia clusterer
Multimedia
geolocator
Multimedia indexing
Multimedia similarity
retriever

Truth

Quality

Proximity

Coherence

Objectivity

Originality

Influence

Popularity

Reputation

Presence

Influence

Popularity

System module

Contributor
alignment

*

Item module

M5

*

*

*
*

NCSR

Stream module

M4

Community Tracking
Complex Event
Recognition

*

*

Trends

M3

NOKIA

Trustworthiness

Influence calculation

*

Misbehavior

M2

*

NCSR

Controversiality

M1

Partner

Cross-checking

Description
Predicts the evolution of a
community
Calculates the influence and
reputation of a contributor
Tracks the evolution of
contributor communities
Models and estimates higher
level modalities
Describes how aligned the
contributor is with the
community discussions
Visualisation of real-time data
from the situation assessment
framework
Classifies a post as positive
negative or neutral
Discover track and rank
dynamic communities
Identifies posts that appear to
be fake
Picks posts with images that
are characteristic in a large
topic set
Groups images that depict the
same scene
Infers location of images
based on language models
Indexes images based on
visual features
Finds images that are visually
similar

2nd level Modalities

Context
Authenticity

Module
Community evolution
prediction

History

Reputation
Code

Provenance

1st level Modalities
Content

Contributor

*

*

*
*

NCSR
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

NOKIA
*

*

*

*

*

ITINNO
*

ATC
*

CERTH

*
*

*

*

*

*
*

CERTH

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

CERTH
CERTH
CERTH

*

*
*

CERTH
*

CERTH
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M16

User network profile
classifier

M17

M18

M19
M20
M21
M22
M23
M24

M25
M26

Web crawler
Geospatial context
extraction (pre-)
processing
Multimedia
manipulation
detector
Situation assessment
framework
Social media client
framework
Influence calculation
Presence
(abandoned)
Linguistic analysis
(NER)
Multipartite
community detection
(standalone)

M27

Pserver (abandoned)
Semantic context
model

M28

Relation discovery

Creates a social interaction
graph around a media item
Classifies contributors
according to their relevance
wrt topics or interests
Crawls images with metadata
from the web given a set of
keywords
Determines location of posts
based on the post content
Discovers manipulations on a
media item
Assesses geospatial, social and
topical context information
Crawls social media content
from various SNs
Calculates topic specific
influence of contributors
Discovers the presence of a
user in other social networks
Extracts Named Entities within
text
Discovers communities of
contributors based on
common characteristics
Stores profiles of contributors
- finally will not be used
Creates models for semantic
entities from LOD
Discovers relations between
entities in an article

*

*

System module

Item module

Stream module

Trends

Truth

Trustworthiness

Misbehavior

Quality

Controversiality

Proximity

Cross-checking

Objectivity

*

Authenticity

*

2nd level Modalities

Context
Originality

Reputation

Presence

Influence

Popularity

Partner

Influence

M15

Description

Popularity

Module
Multimedia social
context builder and
modality extractor

History

Reputation
Code

Provenance

1st level Modalities
Content

Contributor

Coherence

D6.2.2 – Integrated Platform

*

CERTH
*

*

*

*

CERTH
*
CERTH
*

*

*

*

ITINNO
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

CERTH
*

ITINNO

*

*

*

*

*

*
*

ITINNO
*

NCSR

*

*

*

*

NCSR

*
*

NCSR
*

*

*

*

*

*

NCSR
*

NCSR
*

UKob

*
*

NCSR
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M29

M32

Gamification (by SAG
on ARIS)
Focused Geospatial
Exploration
Geospatial topic
model

M33

Source finding

M34

M37

Stylometry
Topical context
model
Trust and credibility
model
Trust and credibility
model (low level)

M38

Role analysis

M39
M40

Social context model
Communities for SAG
data

M41

Disturbing content
detector

M30
M31

M35
M36

Extracts textual article content
from a web page
Gamification elements to
motivate user participation in
the enterprise application
Creates context models for
geographic locations
Geolocates a post or a
collection of posts
Finds the original contributor
that published a specific (or
very similar) post
Classifies the writing style of a
contributor from their posts
Creates a topic model based
on social interactions
Estimates trust and credibility
for contributors
Estimates trust and credibility
for contributors
Classifies contributors
according to their social
intractions
Analyses social interactions
between contributors and
content
User community detection for
the enterprise scenario
Similar to concept detector
module for assigning
concepts/class labels to
images

System module

Item module

Stream module

Trends

Truth

Trustworthiness

Misbehavior

Quality

Controversiality

Proximity

Coherence

Objectivity

Originality

Influence

Reputation

Presence

Influence

Popularity

Partner

Cross-checking

Description

2nd level Modalities

Context
Authenticity

Module
Semantic
segmentation
(abandoned)

History

Reputation
Code

Popularity

1st level Modalities
Content

Contributor

Provenance

D6.2.2 – Integrated Platform

*
NCSR
*
SAG
Ukob
Ukob
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

NOKIA
*

NCSR

*

*

*

UKob

*

*

*

*

ITINNO

*
*

*

*

*
*

UKob
*

*

*

*

*

UKob
*

*

*

*

UKob
*

NCSR

*

*

*

*
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